
2015: Fondazione BeRenGo
Palazzo FRanchetti, Venice 
camPiello della PescheRia, muRano, Venice

Founded in 2014, the Fondazione Berengo is now 
working at full speed pursuing interesting and 
prestigious projects. Among the main initiatives  
of the Fondazione Berengo is Glasstress 2015 Gotika, 
an event that is a big step towards the legitimacy  
of glass in the world of contemporary art.

The Fondazione Berengo is also very active  
in terms of formative education, promoting exchange 
programs that provide artists and students the unique 
opportunity to experience the art of glass in its original 
context. In this first year, artists from the University of 
Arts London and the Heinrich Schwendener Foundation 
took part in the initiative.

Fondazione Berengo is also working with the course  
of Disegno industriale e multimedia of Università Iuav 
di Venezia. With the theme of a fictional concourse,  
sixty students have reinterpreted the identity  
of Glasstress 2015 Gotika creating, through visual 
reinterpretation, projects that will be on display in  
the exhibition spaces of the Fondazione Berengo.

Follow our activities and efforts through our  
social media @Fondazione Berengo or on our website 
www.fondazioneberengo.org
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GlasstRess GotiKa
Palazzo FRanchetti, Venice / 09.05.15 › 22.11.15

Since its birth in 2009, Glasstress has always aimed  
to create a dialogue between contemporary art  
and glass, combining modernity and tradition. 

For this reason in 2015, Berengo Studio and its 
exceptional partner, the State Hermitage Museum, 
wondered if it was possible to define Gothic 
as our modernity. Is it possible that medieval ideas 
and concepts have imperceptibly entered our modern 
consciences despite continuous technological 
advancement?

It’s from this concept that in 2015 Glasstress Gotika 
was born. Historical works from the collection of   
the Hermitage were exhibited alongside works created 
specifically for the exhibition by fifty-six contemporary 
artists from over twenty countries, to celebrate  
the concept of “Gothic” as applied to the present.

Follow Glasstress around the world through  
our social media @Glasstress or on our website  
www.glasstress.org

 

Glasstress 2015 Gotika
Palazzo Franchetti

BeRnaR Venet
DisorDer: 9 UneVen anGles
2015
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Glasstress 2015 Gotika
Palazzo Franchetti

sonG donG
Glass BiG Brother 
2015

mat collishaW
JeWel slot eMPire 
2015
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liFe BanK PRoject e liFe BanK’s conVeRsation:
aRt meets BiodiVeRsity
Palazzo FRanchetti, Venice / 09.05.15 › 22.11.15

Two bronze hands guard a glass chick and seeds.  
The work of Koen Vanmechelen is surrounded by  
the ancient furnishings of the Bank of Venice, this time 
not filled with money but with five hundred species  
of seeds, the true heritage of our civilization.

Fondazione Berengo partners with Slow Food and 
OpUnDi (Open University of Diversity) for the realization 
of this project, a celebration of biodiversity through art.

Life Bank is a multisensory experience that has been 
enriched with special tastings by the star chef  
Pietro Leemann, owner of the vegetarian restaurant 
Joia in Milan, and by four conferences on biodiversity, 
environmental impact and changes in eating habits  
held by prominent guests artists Tomás Libertiny and 
Koen Vanmechelen, Slow Food founder Carlo Petrini, 
Gaetano Pascale (President of Slow Food Italy), and 
Cinzia Scaffidi (Vice President of Slow Food Italy).

liFe Bank ProJect
Palazzo Franchetti

Koen Vanmechelen
DoMesticateD Giant – c.c.P.
2015
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GlasstRess and tony cRaGG  
at the state heRmitaGe museum
state heRmitaGe museum, saint PeteRsBuRG, Russia / 01.03.15

In 2015 the partnership with the State Hermitage 
Museum of St. Petersburg was instrumental in 
the creation of Glasstress 2015 Gotika. The link 
between Fondazione Berengo and the prestigious 
museum will be renewed in 2016, when Glasstress 
Gotika travels to Russia.

The collaboration between Fondazione Berengo  
and the State Hermitage Museum is not limited  
to Glasstress. In March the contemporary spaces  
of the museum in St. Petersburg will be dedicated  
to a solo exhibition by British artist Tony Cragg,  
who has created a series of works in our glass studio 
using the traditional free hand technique, and also 
reviving an ancient glass casting technique particular  
to Murano specifically for this exhibition.

tony cRaGG
adRiano BeRenGo
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the Beauty oF an oBject: lauRent ReyPens in Venice
Venice PRojects / Fenice GalleRy, Venice / 15.09.15 › 25.10.15
A selection of works and large paintings alongside small 
compositions by the Belgian artist accompany the presentation 
of glass sculptures made in the furnace of Berengo Studio.  
As always, the subject is the traditional Royal Boch cup,  
the primary element of the Belgian artist’s poetics: «The secret 
of my painting is contained in that cup but no one will see or 
ever discover what it is. The cup is turned toward the inside  
of the painting and anyone can imagine in it what he wants».

onuFRi XXi 2015: the FRaGility oF Glass in tiRana  
GaleRia KomBetaRe e aRteVe, tiRana / 20.11.15 › 03.01.16
The fragility of art and glass is the main theme of this 
exhibition organized in Tirana, Albania. Among all  
the internationally known artists of the exhibition, four names 
stand out as strongly related to Berengo Studio: Jaume Plensa, 
Tony Cragg, Jan Fabre and Leonardo Cimolin. Their artworks, 
made in our furnace, show how glass, a material that is very 
common and used in many different ways in our everyday life, 
can take unexpected shapes and meanings if looked at with 
different eyes.

RuinaRt e huBeRt le Gall:  
the histoRy oF chamPaGne thRouGh Glass
Born in 1729 in France, Ruinart is the oldest Champagne 
Maison in the world. Earlier this year it asked the French  
artist and stage designer Hubert Le Gall to tell the story  
of their champagne through art.
Le Gall decided to use glass for this project. The French  
artist paid tribute to the rhythmical passing of time and  
work of the seasons with twelve works representing  
the months of the year, each characterized by the different 
colors that grapes assume during their growth. The project 
has had great resonance and sculptures have been shown  
in twenty-eight exhibitions around the world during 2015.

elViRa Bach / sePtemBeR 2015
Since 1978 the Junge Wilde, literally “wild youth”, is an artistic 
movement that is opposed to the avant-garde, minimalism and 
conceptualism. This German art movement has always been the 
inspiration of Elvira Bach. In 2015 the Berlin artist has returned 
to work after many years since her last collaboration, this time 
making a series of sculptures depicting her personal point  
of view of women.

the BeaUty oF an oBJect
lauRent ReyPens 
UntitleD 
2015

the Glass calenDar
huBeRt le Gall
JUne 
2015
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jaume Plensa: a ReneWed collaBoRation
may › june 2015 

Delicacy and elegance are typical of Jaume Plensa, 
especially when his art is realized in glass. Plensa  
has renewed his collaboration with Berengo Studio  
this year, first producing Anna, Laura and Awilda,  
his three iconic faces, and then making a new  
creation: Duna.

With its 250 kilograms of solid glass, this work has  
been a challenge to the performance possibilities of 
glass, a unique project whose realization is a reason  
for pride for us.

adRiano BeRenGo 
jaume Plensa

Glasstress 2015 Gotika
Palazzo Franchetti

jaume Plensa
DUna
2015
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jan de VlieGheR: the RetuRn to muRano oF the BelGian PainteR
Strong brushstrokes of color make the paintings of Belgian 
artist Jan De Vliegher a fantastic combination of harmony  
and movement, a distinctive mark which in 2015 was 
reproduced in glass. De Vliegher’s starting point is always a 
photograph, but this doesn’t mean the result imitates reality; 
quite the contrary, the Belgian artist’s work unites reality  
with his personal view of the world, in a union that makes  
even the most ordinary object unexpected and unique.  
De Vliegher has created a series of “plates” featuring floral 
motifs that blend perfectly with the subjects of his paintings.

aRt and desiGn meRGe in collaBoRation BetWeen Fondazione 
BeRenGo and uniVeRsità iuaV  
Venice PRojects / Fenice GalleRy, camPo san Fantin, Venice
Fondazione Berengo is pleased to announce its collaboration 
with the course of Disegno industriale e multimedia  
of the Università Iuav di Venezia, specifically with  
Laboratorio di Fondamenti di Design della Comunicazione  
held by the visual designer Paola Fortuna. With the theme  
of a fictional concourse, sixty students have reinterpreted  
the identity of Glasstress 2015 Gotika creating, through  
visual reinterpretation, an impressively creative and lively 
project. The fresh and dynamic mentality of the students  
in observing and re-interpreting art matches perfectly 
Fondazione Berengo’s spirit, this is why this collaboration  
will be celebrated by exhibiting these works at the Venice 
Projects / Fenice Gallery in Venice.

coUrse oF DiseGno inDUstriale  
e MUltiMeDia oF the UniVersità 
iUaV Di Venezia

jan de VlieGheR
UntitleD
2015
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caBaRet cRusades: Wael shaWKy at moma Ps1
moma Ps1, neW yoRK / 31.01.15 › 07.09.15 

The rise of the Egyptian artist Wael Shawky continues 
as well as the success of his trilogy film Cabaret 
Crusades, a work focused on the theme of the Crusades 
viewed from an Arab perspective. From January  
to September 2015 the MoMA PS1 in New York hosted 
Cabaret Crusades and its protagonists: hundreds  
of puppets. 
After using wood and ceramics, Shawky decided to  
use glass for the “actors” of the last chapter: more than 
three hundred puppets made in our furnace, one hundred 
of which are fully articulated. Shawky’s work has also 
been shown in the exhibition of Mathaf (Arab Museum  
of Modern Art) in Qatar and the Louvre in Paris.

Glasstress 2015 Gotika
Palazzo Franchetti

Wael shaWKy
caBaret crUsaDes :  
the secrets oF karBalaa 
2014
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ouR Plans FoR 2016

Gas 2016: adRiano BeRenGo  
coRninG museum oF Glass, neW yoRK / 09 › 11.06.2016
Since 1971 Glass Art Society is the world leading promoter  
for the study, development and affirmation of glass in art. 
During the 2016 edition of the annual GAS conference,  
Adriano Berengo has been invited to give a lecture titled  
“Why Glasstress?”. 

GAS 2016 will be staged in the Corning Museum of Glass  
in New York, in its new Contemporary Art + Design Wing,  
a wing that also houses Carroña, the work of Javier Peréz, 
protagonist of Glasstress 2011.

caRniVal in Venice / stRanGe cReatuRes: RosemaRie BenediKt 
ReinteRPRets Venetian caRniVal, Venice / FeBRuaRy 2016
Carnival has always been one of the most famous symbols  
of Venice and for the occasion we have in store a very special 
exhibition: “Carnival in Venice”. In the exhibition spaces  
of San Marco twenty new works by Austrian artist Rosemarie 
Benedikt will be shown. For the occasion she has renewed  
her creative collaboration with the furnace of Berengo Studio.  
On the 15th of December the production of the new pieces 
inspired by the iconography of the Venetian carnival masks  
will begin.

chenGdu 2016: china discoVeRs muRano Glass 
chenGdu, sichuan, china / sPRinG › summeR 2016 
Located in southwest of China, Chengdu is the capital  
of Sichuan province and one of the most productive economic 
centers of Asia. The fervent growth of interest in the artistic 
world has led Fondazione Berengo to organize a fascinating 
retrospective of the last twenty-seven years of the art  
of Murano glass.

loRis GRÉaud
What happens when one of the most discussed artists of recent 
years meets glass for the first time? We will have to wait for 
Glasstress 2017 to find out. The French artist now exhibited at 
LACMA (Los Angeles County Museum of Art) and previously 
the author of a performance at Dallas Contemporary which 
has monopolized the artistic debates around the world, visited 
Berengo Studio in 2015 and expressed his willingness to 
wanting to challenge himself with a new medium: glass. 

doRdRecht 2016:  
the histoRy oF muRano Glass in the netheRlands
doRdtyaRt and doRdRechts museum, (nl) / 05.2016
In 2016 one of our most exciting and ambitious projects will  
be staged: a retrospective exhibition tracing the more than  
twenty-five year history of Berengo Studio. The exhibition will 
take place in the DordtYart and Dordrechts Museum, whose 
areas will house works divided according to different themes: 
part of the exhibition will feature contemporary works produced 
by Berengo Studio, while the second half will focus on classical 
works, made both in Murano and in “a la façon de Venise”,  
to underscore the importance of traditional Murano glass.

jaVieR PÉRez
carroña
2011
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2016: GlasstRess istanBul
toPhane-i amiRe cultuRe and aRts centeR
istanBul / 02.04.16 › 02.05.16

The popular collateral event of the Biennale of Venice 
has already gone to several exhibition spaces around 
the world such as Riga, New York, Beirut, Stockholm 
and London. In 2016, Istanbul will be able to enjoy 
the works of Glasstress, a selection of pieces that will 
be accompanied by a series of works that have been  
created specifically for the occasion in the furnace 
of Berengo Studio by five Turkish artists: Ardan 
Özmenoglu, Erdag Aksel, Murat Morava, Seçkin Pirim 
and Yasam Sasmazer.

zaha hadid: a sPecial eXhiBition FoR the Venice 
Biennale oF aRchitectuRe 2016
Palazzo FRanchetti, Venice / 28.05.16 › 27.11.16

For over twenty five years Zaha Hadid has been 
celebrated in the world of architecture for her 
willingness to constantly push the boundaries  
of architecture and urban design. On the occasion  
of the 2016 Architecture Biennale, Zaha Hadid will 
present a selection of her works, a collection of 
architectural models, videos, furniture and facilities  
that will be in direct dialogue with the neo-Gothic 
Palazzo Franchetti and that will create a tension  
point for the exploration of historical languages  
and the new boundaries of design.

Glasstress 2015 Gotika
Palazzo Franchetti

Pascale maRthine tayou
colonne coloniale 
2015
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